Term 1 Week 3 – Sentence Writing (Wednesday)

Learning Goals:
* I can use a capital letter for the start of a sentence.
* I can use a punctuation mark at the end of a sentence.
* I can use a capital letter for proper nouns.

Write five separate sentences, with each sentence containing a proper noun. Ensure the sentences are interesting.

Topics that the sentences must be about are:
1. movie
2. planet
3. game
4. city or state
5. person’s name

1. I saw the movie Daddy's Home on an outside theater.

2. My favourite planet is Earth because it keeps us alive.

3. My favourite board game is The Game Of Life because it is an interesting game.

4. My favourite state is (Canberra) because it's got fun things to do like the Powerhouse museum or the art gallery.

5. My best friend is Kaitlyn because she is funny, awesome and amazing.
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